Continuing Care Unit and Average Duration of Rehabilitation in Algarve: Users Perspectives

Abstract

Present article Refers to a study in Algarve Under, intended to understand user’s perspective about care in stay. A Iso describe reasons leading to satisfaction / dissatisfaction score and distinguishes significant experiences resulting from in-hospital rehabilitation and Future Needs after discharge. This qualitative study supports on five open questions for semi-structured interview. The sample is composed by 33 users, mostly female, aged 33 to 70 years, married and living with partner. Users mentioned lack of family support, extended loss of autonomy and physical capacity, effectiveness in health care and families monitoring care the main restriction contribution for satisfaction / dissatisfaction score. Positive feelings about recovery, longer period of rehabilitation and fear of permanent disabilities were the most significant experiences identified. In home return informal caregivers support is the most pointed needs.
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Introduction

We have tried to meet the significant experiences on resumption of independence resulting from the relocation of medium duration units and rehabilitation and future needs in the home. The evaluation of user satisfaction indicators, such as the professional performance and communication and relationship with the professionals is an essential aspect for the quality of services [1]. Some studies show that these users face various difficulties and needs in preparation of your home, such as solid social support network BOTH formal, the informal [2] To provide physical help on functional incapacity and loss of autonomy [3] Pandey & Malik et al. [4] as well as emotional support. Pass to independent dependent generates fear and uncertainty when the social reintegration. Experiences that allow you to identify needs in the home [4].

The “need” formal support networks (healthcare professionals) or informal support (family and persons significant) is assumed by users [2], the latter in the essential tasks, physical help on functional incapacity is assumed and the loss of autonomy [3,5].

However, there are people without caregivers. Live alone with loss or dysfunction of family ties. The need for learning new skills at home, assuming recast on achievement and compensation in the tasks resulting from the malfunction (S 2007).

In this context, the main objective of this study was to understand the meaning attributed to perspectives of users admitted to UCCMDR, Specifically meet relocation Reasons, reasons of (in) satisfaction, significant experiences on resumption of independence and future needs in the home.

Method

Qualitative methodology was ADOPTED, supported in the meanings of the participants for your experiential flexibility, detail and emergency [6] Remondes CJ & Parents R et al. [2012]. The 33 participants for convenience in UCCM, showed cognitive ability to dialogue and allowed to record the interview. Were predominantly female (60%), aged 33-70 years (mean = 63.8%), married (52%), living with the spouse (60%) children / grandchildren (32%) or alone (8%).

Procedure

The collection was made between 15 February and 30 March 2015 in UCCM, after informed consent of participants According to the Helsinki Protocol [7].

Results

Internment

Users (n = 22), consider the lack of family Support / people and the loss of autonomy and physical capacity, the Reasons for the relocation, the absence or scarcity of family / support persons significant, compounded by chronic illness without in the autonomy activities of daily Living (ADSL).

Satisfaction with relocation

The treatment is considered by users (n = 28) is the cause satisfaction. Communication and relationship with the professionals, are Considered grounds for satisfaction by users (n = 30), translated into confidence, availability and aectivity. The relationship involves a communication to help overcome the dependency for the trust promoters environments be Heard, is considered essential for the person to feel the presence of professionals, like help available. The admission Enables, that an equal number of Clients (n = 33) Consider the food and hygiene the reason for satisfaction on the organization and operation of the unit.
Dissatisfaction with the internment

It is evidenced in some users (n = 16), dissatisfaction with the continuity of care by restriction of relatives / persons significant in your follow-up. It is desirable that, in Accordance with the situation of the wearer and the constraints of the service, if you integrate the team as a partner in care, a significant person / family, aiming at ensuring your continued after discharge.

Resumption resulting of independence from the relocation

The recovery of independence resulting from Relocation is size that users have difficulty thinking. However, most (n = 27) referred to positive feelings of improvement, Despite the chronicity of addiction. The need for more time for the functional recovery of independence resulting from relocation is significant experience for users (n = 15), associated with the fear of remain of limitations, to others. The functionality is a critical faculty. Obtaining from date the functional and social spheres becomes precious, is being disease indicator, internment, factor of likelihood of functional Recovery in Rehab programs, and professional therapeutic goal is independence. Home All the users (n = 33) considers to have needs in the home. For (n = 24), informal require caregivers, and to a lesser number of formal. The change in the family instrument is functioning need considered by the minority (n = 9).

Discussion and Conclusion

This study had the main objective to understand the meaning of the perspectives of users admitted to UCCMDR, Specifically the meeting Reasons for relocation and the reasons that Contribute to (in) Same satisfaction. We have tried to meet the significant experiences on resumption of independence resulting from relocation and future requirements.

With the proximity of the high, it is important to understand the concerns of users in home. Family / significant people represent the key resource on Home maintenance of dependent person, and the effectiveness of informal care requires the presence of support networks que provide resources in response to the demands.

Homes, home support services, day centers and rehabilitation Institutions, in the “formality” of care represent added value in cuidativa continuity. Users require so, to learn new skills that will enable Them to face the tasks inherent to the home, to feel capable and motivated to Respond to future challenges. Users who refer the amendment to the family the instrumental functioning future need, think about Changes in family dynamics and Appropriate to your residential building functional capacity, at home. The daily take on greater Instrumental Activities significance in the case of a dependent family who need help [8,9].
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